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Staged To Rent by Heather Bayer 
Attract Visitors to Your Web Site or Listing Using Staging Techniques 

 

 

 

 

What do the images on your listing or web site say about your property?  Do they exude charm and 

ambience or are they sterile and uninviting?   Do they attract or repel?  There is no doubt that the 

pictures you use can have a huge impact on the decisions potential guests make about renting your 

p ope t  a d if ou do t take the ti e to get the  ight ou ould e losi g out to ou  o petito s. 
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Prope t  stagi g fo  sale has ee  a ou d fo  a lo g ti e a d it s o se et that a ell-staged home will 

attract more offers and sell faster than one that is cluttered and untidy.  Most realtors have a list of 

home stagers who will come to the property and offer advice on how to prepare for sale - lightening up 

the décor, adding accents and additional pictures, and de-personalising.  On many occasions, after an 

initial evaluation, they will arrive with a U-Haul trailer loaded to the gunnels with furniture, bedding and 

soft furnishings, all with the aim of creating a very desirable space so that potential buyers can imagine 

themselves living there.   After the sale is made, of course all the furniture and additional items are 

removed which makes it a little easier on the pocket! 

 

 

 

 

For vacation rentals, staging can be even more important because a potential rental client will usually 

make a reservation based on the photos on a web listing; they will not have the luxury of viewing their 

short-listed properties.  The look of those photos is the key to attracting more interest in your property 

and I am often surprised at the lack of attention paid to detail by owners before posting images on their 

web site or listing.  The big difference of course is that whatever you show in your photos should still be 

there when your guests arrive. 
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 I recall doing a rental evaluation on a log home in Ontario some years ago.  I was very impressed with 

the master bedroom with a four-poster bed, beautifully made up with crisp linens and a pillowy duvet 

with half a dozen attractive cushions and pillows accenting the overall picture.  It was lovely and I spent 

a good deal of time setting up the lighting and taking photos, all the while complimenting the owner on 

the décor and furnishings.  At the end we sat and chatted about the rental potential and I told her the 

photos would be a real selling point as prospective renters could imagine themselves at the property 

and staying in that bedroom.  She then said she hoped they would like the bed she would provide for 

thei  use as the o e i  the aste  ed oo  as he s f o  ho e, a d she d ought it to the ottage 

just for the photo-shoot!  As if o  ue he  hus a d alked i  the doo  a d asked if e d fi ished so he 

could load the bed back up in the trailer for the trip home.  They were both amazed when I said we 

ould ot sho  the photos I had just take , o  the e  site; it had t ossed thei  i ds that e te s 

would arrive at the property expecting to find what they had seen on the listing!  

 

 

Staged by Darren Brand of Designed to Sell 

 

Stagi g a p ope t  does t eed to ost a lot.  Mo i g so e fu itu e, epu posi g hat is al ead  the e 

and clearing out some clutter may be all you need to do.  If you do have to invest in creating a well-

staged space, the cost may not be much more than you will earn in additional rentals over a weekend or 

two.   If you set a target of what you want to achieve – more rentals or increased rental rates or both – 

http://designedtosell.ca/
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a d figu e out hat additio al i o e ou ll ake, that should e ou  udget fo  stagi g a d i proved 

décor. 

Stagi g is ot all a out hat sho s i  the photos. It s also a out hat ou  guests see he  the  a i e, 

so if you want to receive favourable feedback make sure your preparation covers those things that are 

not as obvious. 

The e s a  a s to prepare and set your stage for photos and rental. Some of them are clearly what 

your guests see and some are not so obvious on a look at a listing but are equally important as they 

o t i ute to ou  guests fi st i p essio s of the p ope t . Do t fo get that your renters will explore 

ou  p ope t  top to otto ; the ll ope  e e  d a e  a d loset a d look u de  e e  ed, so o 

stone (or sofa cushion) should be left unturned in your preparations. 

     

Clear the clutter & depersonalize the space 

Guests a t to sta  at ou  p ope t  a d i agi e it s thei s fo  a eek.  Whe  it s lutte ed ith ou  

own stuff, personal photos and that collection of mouse skulls your kids spread along the mantel, the 

impression is very different.  I occasionally see feedback from rental guests who felt they were staying in 

so eo e else s house, athe  tha  e ti g a a atio  ho e a d the  fou d it a  u o fo ta le 

experience.  This clutter goes beyond what will show in a photo.  

At the opposite e d of the spe t u , do t take so much out that the property looks sterile and without 

character.  Use of plants, colour in rugs and cushions and appropriate accents will add life to a room and 

lift it f o  just a e tal  i to a desi a le spa e fo  spe di g  a a atio . 

The example in the next image is from a ottage o  Little Ma le Lake i  O ta io s La d o Lakes a ea.  

Although not in a well-known region, Mapleview books solidly every year, and feedback from site 

visitors confirms that it was the interior images of the cottage that attracted them to an area they did 

not originally intend to visit.  This basic sun room is lifted to another level with matching furniture, 

throw cushions, green plants, pictures, and lamps. 
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Mapleview Cottage Sun Room – staged by the owner 

Bathrooms 

 I saw a photo on a listing recently showing a bathroom with the toilet seat up, half a roll of toilet paper 

sitting on top of the toilet cistern, and a collection of items beside the basin, including a toothbrush and 

razor.  Not an enticing image.  If you are showing a bathroom photo, it should be spotlessly clean, neat 

and free of all extraneous items.  Bathroom cabinets should be emptied of all personal items and only 

items for use by renters should e left ehi d.  If ou ust take a d sho  a photo of a toilet (a d I do t 

recommend this) make sure the lid is down! 

Stage the photograph 

A bathroom photo should give the impression it is as clean as it should be.  Polished tiles, a shiny basin 

and sparkling taps along with attractive accents will show well.  If you provide linens and towels then a 

basket of fluffy towels looks good.  Taki g photos i  ath oo s is t eas  so it s OK to fo us o  o e pa t 

rather than try and include everything in the picture.  Strategically placed plants work well as does using 

the mirror to capture reflections. 

Avoid photographing toilets.  Everyone knows what they look like and if you have a picture of a vanity 

unit and washbasin looking clean and attractive; it gives a good indication that the rest of the bathroom 

will be clean as well. 
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Desirable sleeping space 

Whe  I  looki g fo  a a atio  e tal, I a  get s a ed  lo el  photog aphs of ate f o t, ga de s 

and other exterior features but am always brought back to earth by the bedroom pictures. We spend a 

third of our lives sleeping and when on vacation I want to be sure that my precious nighttime comfort is 

assu ed. Of ou se I a t test out the att esses p io  to a iving at our chosen cottage so I trust that 

the owner has provided new, or nearly new, good quality beds.  My judgment of comfort is based on the 

only evidence there is – how those beds look in the posted images.  Not a very scientific process but as a 

pote tial e te  it s the o l  o e I ha e.  The e a e a fe  eal tu -offs for me: 

 Bare mattresses or just a mattress cover and a couple of flat-looking pillows without covers 

 Sleeping bag covers 

 Comforters that have clearly seen better days 

 Old throws  

The photo on the right looks fine but could add 

a Wow factor by adding a vase of dried flowers 

on the vanity and a basket of hand towels to 

add some colour.  

The image below gives a good indication of the 

style of bathroom without including a photo of 

the toilet which is unnecessary. 
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Even if you are not providing linens for your guests, the beds should look attractive in the posted 

images.  Of course when you do provide the sheets and pillow covers it gives you a much greater scope 

for the look and feel.  Other décor features to consider are: 

Window Treatments – windows without curtains or blinds make a bedroom look featureless and bland, 

and the overall feel of the room can be changed by adding inexpensive window coverings. 

Lighting – There should always be reading lamps between twin beds and to either side of a double, 

uee  o  ki g.  Use soft  to e ul s i  the la ps a d s it h the  o  he  taki g photog aphs as this 

will impart an ambient light 

Floor Covering – Consider replacing old and worn floor covering particularly 1970s orange and green 

shag carpet.  The cost of replacement will be recovered by the increase in interest and in repeat renters.   

Bed Linens – This is where you win over your site visitors. Keep colours neutral and add throw cushions 

for interest and appeal 

 

   

This property was professionally staged by Rachael Gillooly of Re-visions 

Time and a small amount of expense on 

decent linens can transform a dull and 

lifeless bedroom image into a desirable 

and welcoming space. 

Note the addition of blinds, drapes, picture 

and free standing table lamp along with  

new bed frame and bed linens 

http://www.canadianstagingprofessionals.com/pages/?cspid=723
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The following basement bedroom was utilitarian and uninspiring. The change is dramatic after the 

addition of drapes, new linens, an Ikea nightstand, and a warmer paint colour.  The wall mural is from 

Ikea. 

   

This property was professionally staged by Rachael Gillooly of Re-visions 

Sometimes it does t take u h at all to lighte  a d ighten a bedroom and to create a good image in 

a very confined space.  The two bedrooms  below are in the same property and are both very small.  The 

key here was to demonstrate an attractive room while not hiding the size limitations.  You do not want 

to give the impression a room is bigger than it is, as the expectation that may build will not be converted 

to happy clients when your guests arrive. 

               

 

http://www.canadianstagingprofessionals.com/pages/?cspid=723
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It is t e essa  to get as u h oo  i to the photo as ou a .  Quite ofte  a fo us o  the uppe  pa t 

of the bed is sufficient, particularly in a small room.  How much more inviting is the photo on the right 

o pa ed to the o e o  the left?  O e sa s He e s a ed oo , hile the othe  is sa i g, This is a 

o fo ta le ed ith isp li e s that ill gi e ou a g eat ight s sleep . 

               

Yes, these two pictures are of the same bedroom.  What a difference an angle makes! 

Spending time on making bedrooms look great and photographing them well will pay dividends.  Just 

e e e  that these a e the i ages ou  guests ill e a ti ipati g so do t spoil the o asio   

changing it radically before they arrive.  If you alter anything you should get in touch with all your 

renters and show them new photos – even when the changes are for the better.  We made the mistake 

of not informing our guests when we took out a double bed with single bunk over the top, and replaced 

it with a double and twin.  Although the bed configuration was the same, we had not taken into account 

the anticipation factor of a child looking forward to sleeping in an upper bunk for the first time.  This 

error resulted in a very disappointed little boy and quite disgruntled parents! 
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Kitchens 

 

Photo on Flickr by Kevin Marsh  

For those people who choose to rent a vacation home in preference to a hotel or resort, cooking is often 

a big part of the holiday.  They have the time to prepare and cook meals for their family and friends that 

is not always the case when mom and dad are working and the kids are at school. One method of 

att a ti g out of seaso  e te s is ith a gou et  kit he  as the u p edi ta ilit  of the eathe  ea s 

guests will be spending more time inside and are often looking for quality comparable to what they have 

at home. With that in mind, what a kitchen looks like can make a big impact on choice.   

To start with, take a candid look at the cabinets and countertops.  Do you need to make radical changes?  

Could you paint the cupboard doors?  Change the hardware perhaps?  Or is a complete makeover 

necessary?  Money spent on a renovating a kitchen can usually be recovered in a higher rental rate over 

the period of a year or so. 

He e s a  e a ple f o  o e p ope t  I ought se e al ea s ago.  The kit he  floo  as old linoleum 

and the cabinets had definitely seen better days.  The refrigerator and stove were f o  the 0s a d 

needed to be replaced, so we built a stud wall and installed a new kitchen and hardwood flooring, a 

decision that allowed us to set a significantly higher rental rate.  The guest book was testament to the 

look of the kitchen being a big part of their decision making process, as many guests commented that a 

clean, modern kitchen had been high on their priority list. 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/kevinmarsh/
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This was a major renovation project and took several weeks but the finished kitchen earned a lot of 

attention from visitors to the listing and web site.  It would have been a challenge to create something 
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as attractive and appealing from the original.  Ha i g said that, it s ot e essa  to go this fa  to ake 

an older kitchen look great. 

Counter Tops – Scrubbed clean, most countertops will be OK as they are providing there are no burn 

a ks, gouges o  deep s at hes.  If ou do t ha e a la ge a ea to cover, a new countertop can have an 

immediate impact and the cost will be recovered in improved interest and converted enquiries. 

Applicances – Avocado green, and beige appliances date a cottage kitchen more than anything else.  

These e e the ust ha e  applia es of the 0s, a d a e still goi g st o g i  a  kit he s toda .  

They may work but are neither attractive nor appealing and can have a strong negative impact on 

people searching for an off-season property.  Whatever the age, appliances must be in great condition – 

no rust, no baked on grease in an oven – so if you have issues like this, consider replacements. 

Cabinets – These can often be freshened up with a coat of paint, but whatever option you take, they 

must be spotlessly clean, inside and out.   

Hardware – It s a azi g hat a diffe e e e  ha dles o  a i ets a d d a e s a  ake.  If ou  old 

kitchen hardware has seen better days, replacing these can change the overall look quite effectively.  

For some ideas, check the range available from Lee Valley 

 

Kitchen Staging Tips 

 Remove everything from the countertops -this includes coffee maker, toaster, kettle etc.   

 Remove all magnets, pictures, calendars and clippings from the front of the refrigerator plus 

anything piled on the top 

 Do t lea e dish to els a ou d 

 Put away dish soap, hand soap, and any cleaning cloths left around the sink area 

 No dog bowls, empty beer bottles, garbage pails or bins in sight 

 The only items left on counter tops should be a fruit bowl with colourful fruit/veg; a bottle of 

wine with a couple of glasses and an attractive canister set. 

 

 

http://www.leevalley.com/hardware/page.aspx?c=1&cat=3&p=49938
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The focus in this photograph is the refrigerator.  Removing all extraneous objects, and placing a basket 

of bread with a colourful napkin and a bottle of wine and two glasses on the countertop, would 

transform the image of the room into a more appealing space and generate different focus.  Opening 

the window blind and placing a vase or bowl of flowers on the ledge above the sink would add more 

interest and step up a bland and ordinary kitchen into a more desirable place to be. 

 

 

Dining Spaces 

Your guests will have many opportunities to enjoy meals at your property.  They may be looking forward 

to family meals togethe , o  e jo i g ti e ith f ie ds a d elati es the  ha e t see  fo  a hile.  It s 

important to show them how they can do that.  Not just by taking a picture of the dining table set, but 

by demonstrating how it could look.  It is a good opportunity to show off the dinnerware you have 

provided – attractive place settings and dishes, and generate some anticipation of a convivial time spent 

around the dining table or patio set. 
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You can be very creative here and stage a range of scenarios to use in different promotions.  If you are 

marketing to honeymooners, lay up a place setting for two and take a close-up shot of the candlelit 

table with wine and flowers.  A breakfast bar can be set up with a basket of bread and a jug of orange 

juice with glasses.  A patio table looks lovely if a shot is taken at sunset with a bottle of wine and 2 

glasses. 

 Apa t f o  usi g food a d i e i  stagi g, do t sho  a thi g ou o t e p o idi g fo  guests.  Fo  

example, if you photograph place mats and napkins, make sure these will be left for your guests to use. 

Patio sets look great when laid up for al fresco dining.  In the depths of winter, when most people are 

doing their vacation planning, seeing photos of an outdoor table set up for dining is very enticing and 

will capture their imagination.  They want to envision themselves at your property and the more you can 

help them do that, the more likely they will be to select your place as the one they want to book. 

So ofte , e see patio photos sho  like this o e.  The ushio s ha e t ee  put o  the hai s, the 

umbrella is down and the overall picture is of drab winter – not appealing at all. 

 

All it would take is to dress it up a little and offer some more attention to detail – and take the photo 

when the sun is out.  The next photo was taken 10 minutes after the first. 
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What a difference a little sunshine makes, along with making the furniture look more attractive and 

welcoming.  However, to ramp it up one stage further, this next image took another 10 minutes to 

prepare. 

 

We took half a dozen photos of the table made up like this, from different angles – then ate the cheese 

& bread and drank the wine!  This is what makes staging such fun! 
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Living Rooms 

Rental guests want to know they are going to be comfortable in the evenings and when they are forced 

indoors because of the weather.  In the early days of vacation rental it was thought of little more than 

camping with a roof and an indoor toilet (if you were lucky).  Sadly, there are some people who are still 

renting their properties with this i dset, a d it s ot u usual to see a listi g ith a eautiful 

waterfront or spectacular view and images of old, stained and damaged furniture in the living space with 

tattered rugs and cheap-looking chairs and cabinets.  Most rental guests would find this unacceptable, 

particularly given the rates being charged, and the majority of professional owners would agree that 

standards must rise across the board in order for this type of vacationing to become mainstream 

amongst the travelling public. 

It does t atte  a out the age of a p ope t  as lo g as fu itu e a d fu ishi gs a e of good ualit , 

comfortable, durable, and above all, clean.  The staging is more about placement of existing furniture 

and adding accents to create more ambience such as in the following examples. 
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This property was professionally staged by Rachael Gillooly of Re-visions 

This was an interesting example because the primary changes involved little more than moving furniture 

away from the walls; adding a few accents and more neutral colours and updating the side tables.  The 

central fireplace which is no longer a working model was filled with sand and sea shells making it a 

de o ati e featu e i stead of … es…a  old fi epla e.  The esult is a warmer look that still retains a 

cottage-like feel but has a contemporary ambience. 

Where living room furniture is of the older variety it can have a considerable impact on the appeal of an 

image on a listing.  It may be more cost effective to buy replacement furniture if the effect is to increase 

interest in a more attractively presented property.   The return on investment could be significant in the 

longer term.  A well staged and presented vacation home will achieve greater interest in a highly 

competitive market. 

There are some great ideas in the online publication – Coastal Living  

http://www.canadianstagingprofessionals.com/pages/?cspid=723
http://www.coastalliving.com/homes/decorating/25-comfy-cottage-rooms-00400000065404/page9.html
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Lighten Up & Brighten up 

The most amazing transformations can happen when panel board is painted in pastel shades.  It can be 

hard making the decision to get rid of the faux pine paneling look, but when a room has been lightened 

up i  this a , ou ll o de  h  ou e e  did it efo e.  Although the e is still so e li ited de a d 

for the traditional cottage look of plenty of wood, wood and more wood, properties that show best are 

the lighter and brighter ones that look fresh, clean and contemporary.  

Lamps and accent lighting 

Take lots of photos and experiment with lights on and flash. The two living room images above show 

what a difference is made by turning lights on.  Update old light fixtures. 

Soft furnishings 

Replace old rugs and stained cushions.   

Use slip covers as a low-cost way to enhance the appearance of your couch and chairs. Slip covers can 

also help you neutralize overly 0s & 0s loud  fa i . 

Lighting a fire in an open 

fireplace or woodstove 

offers ambience and 

appeal that cannot be felt 

from any other image.  

 

Prospective rental guests 

will imagine themselves 

warmed up after a day on 

the slopes or other 

outdoor activity 
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Do t u de esti ate the po e  of stagi g ou  a atio  ho e pa ti ula l  i  this i easi gl  

competitive environment.  How you stand out amongst hundreds of similar properties will determine 

the interest your place receives and ultimately the conversion to bookings.  The attention to detail you 

gi e ill pa  di ide ds a d ou ll soo  fi d o e a d o e eati e ays to showcase the property for 

different promotion and marketing opportunities.   

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                           

 

 


